fusion.org.au

national@fusion.org.au
03 9579 3955
Fusion Australia Ltd. ABN 26 001 273 105

Friends of Fusion

Working together to see transformed communities
where young people thrive.

Business Partner:

Contribution $10,000

Rewarding for you, your employees, your customers and the lives
transformed thanks to your support.

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Assist in raising money for the work of Fusion Australia
Brand Recognition on Social Media Platforms
Brand Recognition on Fusion Australia’s website
Brand Recognition in Fusion Newsletter
Volunteering opportunities
5 tickets to Fusion Australia’s Feast for Life Dinner
Invitation to explore Fusion’s work in a location near you
Resources to share with your employees
Copy of the Annual Report
Mates of Fusion:

Contact Us

Stephanie Hill in our national office
185 Warrigal Road, Hughesdale, Vic 3166
phone : (03) 9579 3955
email: national@fusion.org.au

Fusion Australia Ltd ABN 26 001 273 105 is a public company limited by guarantee incorporated under
the Corporations Act.
Fusion Australia Ltd is a deductible gift recipient endorsed by the Australia Taxation Office (ATO).
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Contribution $3,000

The impact Fusion has in Australian communities would not be possible
without our mates that make the resources available to see transformed
communities where young people thrive.

~
~
~
~

Assist in raising money for the work of Fusion Australia
2 tickets to Fusion Australia’s Feast for Life Dinner
Invitation to explore Fusion’s work in a location near you
Copy of the Annual Report
Community Partner:

Contribution $1,500

We love working with communities to bring life. We would love to explore
how we can work with your community group or church congregation to
see a transformed Australia where young people thrive.

~
~
~
~
~
~

Assist in raising money for the work of Fusion Australia
Brand Recognition on Social Media Platforms
2 tickets to Fusion Australia’s Feast for Life Dinner
Invitation to explore Fusion’s work in a location near you
Resources to share with your group or congregation
Copy of the Annual Report
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Friends of Fusion
The work of Fusion relies on the generosity of volunteers, supporters and
people like you; we hope to work together to develop a partnership that
transforms the lives of young Australians and your own workplace and
community settings.
National Ambassador:

Contribution $25,000

National Ambassadors are Fusion’s largest state based supporters; this is
an honorary role, which brings influence and resource to see ‘transformed
communities where young people thrive’.
Assist in raising money for the work of Fusion Australia
Brand Recognition on Social Media Platforms
Brand Recognition on Fusion Australia’s website
Brand Recognition in Fusion Newsletter
Recognised as a major sponsor at Fusion’s Annual Conference
10 tickets to Fusion Australia’s Feast for Life Dinner
Invitation to explore Fusion’s work in a location near you.
Invitation to speak at a Fusion event
Copy of the Annual Report

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Give

		
the next Generation the chance to make a
better future for themselves and the world around them.

At our heart, we are a group of passionate people motivated by Christian
values and the belief that people matter.
Fusion Australia is a Youth and Community organisation which has a deep
and ongoing commitment to developing resilience in individual lives and
the community through local initiatives.
Since starting in 1960, we have worked to bring young people and their
families together with hope. At first Fusion’s focus was specifically caring
for the needs of socially-at-risk young people, but it soon became clear that
a healthy, caring community was crucial to young people’s development.
As a result we expanded our vision to include community building.
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Our Vision
Our Mission
Our Values

Transformed communities where young people thrive.

Engaging creatively with communities to bring life.

Justice | Mercy | Compassion | Respect | Industry

Each of us is different, made for a unique purpose and longing to be
connected with others. We believe we all have an ability to contribute
to the lives of others and the communities in which we live.
By partnering with Fusion you are ensuring that we can continue to
see transformed communities where young people thrive.
If you are considering partnering with Fusion, we would love to hear
from you and more about your heart for the next Generation.
Warm Regards,

Fiona Gunnion
ETL / CEO
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